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Many comparative political economists hold that market performance depends
on the presence of institutional complementarities. Some argue that when institutions reinforce similar incentives markets work best. Others disagree and argue
that for markets to function well institutions must compensate for each other’s
shortcomings rather than reinforce each other’s incentives. This paper uses evidence from the US financial crisis of 2008 to adjudicate this debate. It argues
that different types of institutional complementarities are necessary in combination to ensure market stability and successful economic performance.
Without such balance, complementarities that are beneficial for a while may
go wrong later. In this regard, the paper also draws attention to the dynamic
and historically specific nature of institutional complementarities.
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1.

Introduction

Many people have offered explanations for the catastrophic US financial crisis of
2008. Most now agree that one of the principal causes was a series of institutional
failures in how the financial services industry was governed (Krugman, 2009; Tett,
2009; Stiglitz, 2010). As a result, the Obama administration proposed and Congress passed a number of institutional reforms to guard against similar crises in
the future. Indeed, comparative political economists and others have long recognized that the institutional configuration of financial markets bears directly on
their performance (e.g. Zysman, 1983; Cox, 1986; Davis, 2009).
This paper argues that there are several lessons in the financial crisis for institutional analysis. In particular, the financial crisis provides an opportunity to
adjudicate an important debate in comparative political economy about institutional complementarity. Institutional complementarity is a concept that has
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received much attention from scholars trying to explain variation in national
economic performance. Institutions are formal and informal rules and their
enforcement mechanisms that are found in the public and private sectors (Campbell, 2004). Generally speaking, institutional complementarity refers to the interdependence of institutional influences on people’s behaviour. Many political
economists argue that market performance depends on the presence of institutional complementarities. The idea is that the more complementary a set of
institutions is the better will be a country’s economic performance (e.g. Hall
and Soskice, 2001; Amable, 2003; Crouch, 2010). However, there are two particularly important and competing explanations about why this is so.
One theory is that complementarity arises when two or more institutions align
and reinforce firms’ incentives thereby producing economic gains that would not
otherwise occur (e.g. Amable, 2003, p. 60). This view is most closely associated
with the so-called varieties of capitalism school of comparative political
economy (Hall and Soskice, 2001; Molina and Rhodes, 2007). For instance,
so-called liberal market economies like the USA tend to have institutions that
sharpen market competition, such as limited financial regulation, strong antitrust law and decentralized labour markets, which create incentives for radical
product innovations that enhance economic competitiveness. Notably, incentives
for marketing corporate securities may be enhanced by regulations mandating a
fuller exchange of information about companies (Hall and Soskice, 2001, pp. 17 –
18). Coordinated market economies like Germany tend to have institutions that
encourage cooperation, such as industry-based wage determination, codetermination law and looser anti-trust laws, that encourage workers and employers to
join forces in ways that enhance competitiveness through diversified quality production (Soskice, 1999). Complementarity here is based on reinforcement—when
institutions reinforce similar incentives markets work best. Conversely, it is
argued that if institutions create contradictory incentives about how firms
should behave then economic competitiveness suffers.
Another theory of institutional complementarity is based on the notion of
compensation. This is perhaps the most common usage among institutionalists
(Crouch, 2005b, p. 360). Polanyi (1944) argued famously that market institutions
create incentives for firms to pursue their self-interest but that doing so in
unbridled fashion will destroy the economy. Hence, political institutions, such
as environmental and labour law, must create compensatory incentives that
lessen extreme self-interested behaviour. In Germany laws protecting worker
rights, for instance, create incentives that militate against incentives for the
excessive exploitation of workers, which might jeopardize beneficial labourmanagement relations (Streeck, 1997). But compensation is not just about incentives. It also refers more generally to situations where one institution simply
makes up for the deficiencies of another. For instance, Denmark’s famous
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Some have suggested other types of institutional complementarities, which are often simply
variations on the two basic types presented here (e.g. Boyer, 2005a; Crouch, 2005a, ch. 3, 2010).
But the core debate in the literature about the effects of institutional complementarity on
economic performance remains that between reinforcement and compensation. Thus, Crouch
(2005a, p. 55) boils the debate down as follows: ‘The logic of strict complementarity is that certain
efficiencies are achieved when balancing or contrasting characteristics are found alongside each
other: the advantages of the mongrel over the pedigree animal.’
2

Another possibility, not discussed here, for adjudicating the debate is that methodological problems
may undermine one side or the other (e.g. Crouch, 2005b, p. 363; Kenworthy, 2006).
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flexicurity institutions enable private employers to easily fire workers but also
provide workers with welfare, training and job relocation programmes that
help them at such times in ways that improve national economic performance
(Campbell and Pedersen, 2007). The point is that for markets to function well
institutions must compensate for each other’s shortcomings rather than reinforce
each other’s incentives (Crouch, 2005a, ch. 3, 2010).1
The evidence about this debate points in both directions. Some research finds
that national political economies perform better if their institutions consistently
reinforce actors’ incentives, whereas institutional arrangements that send conflicting signals undermine performance (Hall and Gingerich, 2004). Other
research disputes this claim and shows that political economies with more
mixed institutions perform just as well as purer cases (Kenworthy, 2006) and
that institutional compensation may be an important key to successful
political-economic performance (Campbell and Pedersen, 2007).
This paper argues that this debate can be reconciled if we remember that
history and context matter.2 It does so by examining the US financial crisis,
which provides evidence to support both positions in the debate. Institutional
complementarities reinforced product innovation and risk taking in the financial
services industry in ways that helped spur booming markets for mortgage-backed
securities, credit default swaps and other investment products, which contributed
to the industry’s impressive economic performance during the 1990s and early
2000s. At the same time, however, compensatory institutions that might have
counterbalanced these behaviours were scaled back. As a result, opportunistic
risk-taking escalated to a point where it became excessive and contributed to
the industry’s failure in 2008 after the national housing market collapsed.
Efforts are now underway to prevent more crises in the future by rebalancing
these two types of institutional complementarity.
As we shall see, several lessons follow from this episode. First, different types of
institutional complementarity can coexist together and are necessary in order to
ensure market stability over time. Second, institutional complementarities do not
stem from functional imperatives but from trial and error experimentation,
learning and political struggle. Third, institutional complementarities are
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sometimes developed intentionally but they can also occur serendipitously.
Fourth, the positive effects of institutional complementarity are not guaranteed.
Complementarities can go wrong because they are historically and contextually
contingent. Positive effects can deteriorate into crisis—sometimes rapidly—as a
result of poorly balanced complementarities and the discovery and opportunistic
exploitation of complementarities. Finally, economic crises may arise organically
from the nature of institutional complementarities themselves.
The paper proceeds as follows. I begin with a brief overview of the events of
2008 that constituted the financial crisis. This story is well known. But it just
scratches the surface because it is only a story of proximate causes that neglects
the deeper institutional roots of the crisis. Second, I expose these roots and
show that they reach deep into the mortgage markets and the broader financial
services industry. This is largely an account of institutional reforms that developed slowly over several decades. It is also a tale about the development of a
set of institutional incentives that consistently encouraged and reinforced excessive risk taking with little regard for the potentially calamitous downsides. Finally,
I elaborate the lessons of the story for theories of institutional complementarity.
Several clarifications are important. First, the crisis was not entirely due to
institutional factors. Among other things, intellectual hubris among those who
invented new investment products (Patterson, 2010), shifts in economic theory
favouring a laissez-faire approach to regulating capital markets (Skidelsky,
2009), an unrealistically optimistic Wall Street culture (Tett, 2009), the availability of foreign investment capital (Münchau, 2010) and egotistical beliefs
among Wall Street insiders (Sorkin, 2009) all played roles. But because most
observers agree now that institutions were among the most important causal
factors they are the focus of this paper (Krugman, 2009; Skidelsky, 2009; Stiglitz,
2010). Second, there is an international side to this story—Britain and Ireland,
for example, witnessed some of the same developments and problems as the
USA. But an analysis of that is well beyond the scope of this paper. Third, my
purpose is not to explain the political and economic origins of all the institutions
involved in the financial crisis but to identify their effects. Fourth, I am not
arguing for institutional determinism. Many of the institutions discussed here
created and reinforced incentives such that the probability of a financial crisis
occurring was significant. But it was not inevitable. People may choose to do
things other than what institutional incentives suggest. In the end, however,
these incentives were strong enough to contribute in important ways to the
crisis. Finally, part of this story is about regulatory reform. But it is important
to remember that it is not a story about deregulation—that is, the complete
removal of regulations from the financial markets. Instead, it is largely a story
about reregulation where reforms were instigated but a regulatory structure
remained very much in place.
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Overview of the crisis

3

Subprime mortgages are those made to borrowers with poor credit histories and financial profiles.

4

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are stockholder-owned corporations chartered by Congress as
government-sponsored enterprises whose purpose is to purchase and securitize mortgages in order
to ensure that funds are available to the home mortgage markets.

5

A mortgage-backed security is a type of asset-backed security. An asset-backed security is a financial
product that is tradable like a stock or bond and whose value and income payments are derived from
and backed by a bundle of underlying assets, such as a group of mortgages. Bundling allows the risk of
investing in the underlying assets to be diversified because each asset-backed security sold represents a
fraction of the total value of the bundle of underlying assets. Asset-backed securities are typically
underwritten by an investment bank, which selects the assets that constitute the security, sizes the
pieces (or tranches), and hires a credit rating agency to rate each tranche.
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As is well known, the catalyst for financial crisis was the collapse of a bubble in the
US housing market and a rapid decline of housing prices beginning in late 2006.
The growth of this bubble was driven in part by the increased availability of risky
subprime mortgages.3 When the housing bubble burst, people began to default on
their loans in record numbers, especially those with subprime mortgages. This
reverberated rapidly through the financial services industry. To begin with,
many large mortgage companies failed including the Federal National Mortgage
Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Mortgage Corporation (Freddie
Mac), two giants that were taken over by the government, and Countrywide,
which was bought by the Bank of America in a deal orchestrated by the
government.4
Because many risky subprime mortgages were bundled with other loans as
mortgage-backed securities and sometimes as more general asset-backed securities
(also known as derivatives) and sold to banks and other investors, the collateral
damage was unprecedented.5 Banks holding these securities began to fail. In
March 2008, Bear Stearns was taken over by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and sold to J. P. Morgan Chase. Washington Mutual succumbed to a
similar fate a few months later. Other large banks also failed and were bought
up. Finally, Lehman Brothers went bankrupt after the government decided not
to bail it out due to concerns of creating a moral hazard. As a result, the
markets for mortgages and mortgage-backed securities began to seize up as concerns about the risky nature of these financial products started coming to light. In
turn, mortgage firms and banks began to tighten their lending practices. Credit
markets began to freeze up.
Next, the American International Group (AIG) nearly collapsed. Just prior to
the crisis it was the world’s largest insurer. Many banks had purchased credit
default swaps from AIG in case the mortgage-backed securities they held
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In effect, swaps are like an insurance policy that people buy to hedge against the possibility that the
bond or asset-backed security they own will default. Swaps are also bundled, tranched and traded in
the asset-backed securities market.
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turned sour as a result of mortgage defaults.6 So when mortgage defaults
mounted, AIG was faced with the threat of an unprecedented number of
claims being filed simultaneously against the swaps it had sold. Hence, AIG’s
credit rating was downgraded and it found itself unable to raise enough new
capital to cover its potential losses. Its stock value plunged. Concerned that
AIG’s failure would bring down other banks and investment firms the government provided an $85 billion loan in exchange for a 79.9% equity stake in the
company—a bailout that eventually totalled $182 billion by March 2009. But
the crisis continued to escalate. Because many subprime mortgages had been
bundled with other forms of debt and sold to investors many times over,
nobody knew where they all were, who owned them, or how many of them
were in danger of default. And now nobody could be sure that the swaps they
had purchased would cover the losses they might incur. As a result, banks and
other lenders further tightened their lending in order to keep as much capital
on hand as possible. Credit markets continued to freeze up.
Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy amplified all of this by destroying confidence in
money market funds and, in turn, the commercial paper market. Money market
funds invest mainly in commercial paper, which are very short-term loans that
businesses frequently take out to finance things like inventories and payrolls
while waiting for payment from customers. The commercial paper market
greases the day-to-day operation of the economy. One of the biggest funds, the
Reserve Primary Fund, had invested heavily in Lehman Brothers debt. So after
Lehman collapsed money market deposits at Reserve Primary rapidly began to
lose value—something that almost never happens. Investors began pulling their
money out of Reserve Primary and then similar mutual funds. Concerned that
a run on the money markets could destroy the commercial paper market and
bring the entire economy to its knees, the Federal Reserve Board intervened by
providing liquidity to money market investors thereby insuring all money
market deposits. Nevertheless, money market fund managers had been
spooked and grew exceedingly cautious in lending. Hence, even quite healthy
businesses began to see their lines of credit dry up as a general liquidity crisis
gripped the economy. The economy had been in recession since late 2007 but
now it headed towards a depression until the government intervened with an
assortment of massive financial bailout and stimulus packages in late 2008 and
2009. As we shall see, institutional complementarities helped precipitate the
crisis.
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Institutional complementarities and risk taking

3.1

The mortgage markets

The ability of Americans to buy mortgages received several incremental institutional boosts after the Second World War. First, in the 1960s the Johnson
administration organized Freddie and Fannie to lend money and hold mortgages.
It also created a third government agency, Ginnie Mae, to insure those mortgages
against the risk of default. The idea was to stimulate growth in the housing market
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The origins of precarious mortgage debt, which helped pump up the housing
bubble, stretch back to the 1970s when US industries began to face increasing
competition from abroad for the first time since the Second World War. American manufacturers were losing domestic and international market share at an
alarming rate in many core industries (Zucker et al., 1982, ch. 1). And foreign
competition made it increasingly difficult for these firms to pass along rising
labour, energy and other costs to consumers though higher prices because
doing so would have risked further erosion of market share (Ferguson and
Rogers, 1986). So corporations sought to better control these costs. One way
was to limit the growth of wages and benefits paid to workers, which led directly
to wage stagnation in middle and working class families and in turn the need for
these families to borrow (Harrison and Bluestone, 1988).
From 1947 through 1973 inflation adjusted median family income grew on
average in the USA about 3.0% annually but slowed dramatically after that and
was less than 1% during much of the time between 1974 and 2003. Families in
the upper quintile of the income distribution fared much better than the rest,
which is one reason why income inequality increased since the 1970s (Leicht
and Fitzgerald, 2007, pp. 52 –53). Wage stagnation made it increasingly difficult
for many middle and working class families to maintain the standard of living
that their parents’ generation had enjoyed (Mishel et al., 2005, p. 42). One way
to do so was to borrow money. Household debt rose from just under 80% of disposable income in 1986 to 140% by 2007. Much of this increase was due to rising
mortgage debt, which soared from about 40% of household debt in 1975 to
almost 80% by 2000 (Leicht and Fitzgerald, 2007, ch. 3). Homeowners were refinancing and taking out second mortgages to supplement their income and in
some cases to consolidate and pay off other debts (Davis, 2009, pp. 143, 228).
But why were American families able to borrow so much money when, given
their increasingly more tenuous earnings stream, their ability to repay that
debt would seem to have become ever more questionable? This was because institutional complementarities evolved that encouraged and reinforced risky borrowing and lending practices.
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but without having the government hold mortgages for too long. Hence, in 1970
Fannie and Freddie invented and began issuing mortgage-backed securities in
cooperation with the financial services industry. Second, however, it was not
until years later that the market for mortgage-backed securities began to flourish.
This was because the savings and loan industry continued to have control over the
bulk of the mortgage market until the industry collapsed in the 1980s and because
bundling and securitizing mortgages required changing the tax laws. This happened with the 1986 Tax Reform Act, which permitted use of mortgage-backed
securities without a variety of old tax and accounting problems and therefore
made them more flexible and attractive to traders (Quinn, 2008; Fligstein and
Goldstein, 2010). Third, until 1986 homeowners could deduct from their
income taxes the interest paid on their mortgages as well interest for other
forms of consumer debt. The 1986 Act was also important in this regard
because it eliminated the latter deduction but allowed an unlimited interest
deduction for mortgages on both first and second homes (Conlan et al., 1990,
p. 265). This created additional incentives for people to take out second mortgages and home equity loans as a way to finance their spending and still
receive an interest deduction. In short, incentives for mortgage borrowing were
gradually increased and reinforced by institutional changes in the mortgage
market.
However, it was not until two additional regulatory changes occurred covering
Fannie and Freddie that the much riskier subprime mortgage market took off in
the early 2000s. First, they began purchasing huge swaths of subprime mortgages,
which provided a market for the subprimes that banks and mortgage companies
would issue but want to get rid of. This was an institutional response to renewed
political pressure from Washington where politicians wanted to expand the availability of ‘affordable’ housing for the financially strapped middle and working
classes. It created incentives for mortgage lenders to make these risky loans
because they could turn around and sell them to Fannie and Freddie. Second,
the George W. Bush administration capped the amount of mortgage lending
that Fannie and Freddie themselves could do. In effect this limited the amount
of competition government sponsored entities like these could pose in the mortgage markets, which created additional incentives for private lenders to enter the
market and peddle risky subprime mortgages (Gramlich, 2007; Ellis, 2008).
Contributing further to risk taking, private mortgage companies institutionalized norms that encouraged loan officers to lend to risky borrowers in order to
boost profits and salaries. For example, people who approved mortgage applications and who worked at many big mortgage companies and banks that were
engaged in subprime mortgage lending faced intense pressure from management
to approve mortgages despite having concerns about the quality of the loans.
Moreover, in the subprime market in order to boost profits some companies
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adopted deceptive and otherwise predatory lending practices, which were not
defined clearly in existing statutes and thus largely unregulated. Such practices
were especially prevalent in low income, Hispanic and African American neighbourhoods (Apgar and Calder, 2005). Volume became paramount and risky loans
were pushed through because they were profitable. This was because even the
riskiest mortgages could be packaged as asset-backed securities and sold to investors leaving the company free of losses if there was a default. If loan officers
resisted pressure to approve risky mortgages, as they did occasionally, then
they were punished and in some cases fired (MacKenzie, 2008; Morgenson, 2008).
Compounding these effects, practices like these were embedded in a wider set
of institutions that further facilitated shoddy mortgage lending practices. To
begin with, unlike many countries the USA allowed generic credit reports to be
widely shared, such as the well-known FICO score, which represents a numerical
assessment of an individual’s overall creditworthiness. These scores were initially
developed to guide lending in credit card and other types of short-term debt
markets. Because it was cheaper to rely on these scores than to conduct a
mortgage-specific credit check, mortgage lenders became less likely to do their
own credit assessments and more likely to use these generic scores for evaluating
prospective borrowers. The problem was that these scores were not always reliable
indicators of long-term creditworthiness for mortgages. Furthermore, independent mortgage companies were under much less regulatory authority than traditional mortgage lenders, such as commercial banks. For instance, in 1982 the
Alternative Mortgage Transactions Parity Act allowed non-federally chartered
mortgage companies to write adjustable-rate mortgages that were sold to subprime customers. These riskier mortgages eventually replaced many safer
fixed-rate mortgages that had long been the norm in the industry. Finally, in
2004 the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency passed rules by which federally regulated lenders were freed from state regulations, which were often stricter
than federal ones (Ellis, 2008).
Moreover, during much of the 1990s and early 2000s the Federal Reserve
Board maintained low interest rates. Nowhere was this more evident than in
the housing market where mortgage rates were very low—although subprime
rates were still several points higher than conventional mortgages. Through
low interest rates the government reinforced the incentives for families to incur
more mortgage debt.
In sum, several institutional factors accumulated historically and happened to
create complementarities that ramped up and reinforced incentives for riskier
borrowing and lending in the mortgage markets. These included the establishment of several government sponsored enterprises operating in the mortgage
markets; Fannie and Freddie’s move to buy more subprime mortgages; regulatory
limits to their lending that created an opportunity for more private lenders to
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3.2

The financial services industry

To begin with, in 1970 the New York Stock Exchange repealed a rule preventing
investment banks from selling shares of the company on the exchange. Selling
shares publicly created an opportunity for their top managers to be paid in
stock options. This and the need to keep shareholders happy created strong
incentives for bank executives and the traders and analysts who worked for
them to maximize short-term profit even if this entailed taking risks that could
have serious downside repercussions in the long term (The Economist, 2009a,
p. 16; Guerrera, 2009). This exacerbated the incentives for riskier but potentially
lucrative investment decisions (Stiglitz, 2003, ch. 3; Surowiecki, 2008). Some of
these investments were in new products like asset-backed securities. Moreover,
the amount of money these firms could borrow to leverage their investments
increased now that they could increase their capitalization by selling company
stock on the exchange. As a result, the aggregate debt of the US financial sector
jumped from 22 to 117% of GDP between 1981 and late 2008 (The Economist,
2009b; Wolf, 2009).
The propensity for riskier behaviour was exacerbated further by institutional
reforms in banking regulation. The Supreme Court ruled in 1978 that banks and
other lenders could charge interest rates whose ceilings would be limited only by
the usury laws in their home state even if they operated in other states with lower
ceilings (Ellis, 1998). Expanding on this decision 2 years later, President Carter
signed legislation that phased out interest rate ceilings altogether and eliminated
state usury ceilings for residential mortgages and other bank loans (Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston, 1980). This helped spur the market for all sorts of
lending, such as adjustable-rate subprime mortgages, with no legal limit on the
interest charged. Risks increased all around because high or suddenly increased
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enter the mortgage market; mortgage company compensation structures that
encouraged riskier and even predatory loan making; and increasing reliance by
these companies on generic credit reports. Furthermore, changes in the tax treatment of interest on consumer loans encouraged consumers to take advantage of
the supply of mortgage credit being offered especially when the Fed kept interest
rates low. At the same time reforms exempting some lenders from more rigorous
state-level regulations and legislation permitting mortgage companies to sell
adjustable-rate mortgages reduced institutional complementarities that might
otherwise have compensated for some of this risky lending. However, the escalation of riskier behaviour in the mortgage markets was reinforced further by
another set of institutional complementarities developing in the broader financial
services industry that put increasing sums of money at the disposal of mortgage
lenders in the first place.
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interest rates could trigger loan defaults for lenders and bankruptcy for borrowers
(Strahan, 2002; Leicht and Fitzgerald, 2007, ch. 4).
Arguably the most important institutional reform in banking involved the
Glass-Steagall Act. This law had separated insurance, commercial and investment
banking services since 1933 in order to mitigate excessive risk taking and opportunism in the banking industry, which were viewed as causes of the Great
Depression. It was repealed in 1999 by the Financial Services Modernization
Act—legislation that was driven politically by a desire to let banks diversify
and grow in order to compete effectively in international markets (Stiglitz,
2003, p. 160). Following its passage several huge financial service mergers
occurred (Bank for International Settlements, 2008). In the end, the Act facilitated the rapid growth of the so-called shadow banking system, which was populated by large financial companies that channelled funds from investors to
corporations through new products, such as asset-backed securities and credit
default swaps. Examples of organizations in the shadow banking system
include investment banks like Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers; money
market funds like the Primary Reserve Fund and other non-bank financial companies like hedge funds. By 2008 the assets held by the US shadow banking system
exceeded the $10 trillion held by the traditional banking system. Perhaps more
significant in terms of the crisis, the shadow banking system did not accept
deposits like a commercial bank and, therefore, was not subject to the same
safety and soundness regulations as traditional banks, such as capitalization
requirements (Geithner, 2008; The Economist, 2009a, p. 18; Wolf, 2009). In
sum, several regulatory reforms undermined the type of institutional complementarities that might have compensated for excessively risky banking behaviour.
Similarly, several changes in securities regulation opened up new and riskier
credit markets. The SEC issued regulations that fostered the development in
the 1990s of booming markets for asset-backed securities. About 70% of this
market, which was composed of $6.6 trillion of tradable securities in 2002,
involved mortgage-backed securities issued primarily by Fannie and Freddie.
Issuing mortgages and other loans became more attractive as traders could buy
and sell bundles of securitized mortgages. As we have seen, this created incentives
for lenders to make more credit available to prospective borrowers—even borrowers with poor credit histories (Leicht and Fitzgerald, 2007, ch. 5).
The government also decided not to regulate the asset-backed securities
market. As the complexity of these products grew concerns mounted that they
involved substantial risk that was exceedingly difficult to evaluate. Calls for
their regulation grew on President Clinton’s watch as Brooksley Born, chair of
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, voiced strong concern over the
dangers of unregulated asset-backed securities trading. However, Fed chairman
Alan Greenspan, SEC chairman Arthur Levitt and Treasury Secretary Robert
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The regulation is known as ‘Alternative Net Capital Requirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of
Consolidated Supervised Entities’ (RIN: 3235-AI96).
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Rubin all argued successfully against regulation, which they believed would
undermine the efficiency with which they assumed these new and lucrative
markets were operating (Wade, 2008, p. 14). So in 2000 Clinton signed the Commodities Futures Modernization Act, which explicitly preempted many of these
markets from government regulation. In particular, it excluded from regulatory
oversight credit default swaps for which by late 2008 there was a $60 trillion
market world-wide (Cox, 2008; Morgan, 2008). It is reasonable to assume that
without swaps, prospective buyers would have been much less likely to have purchased asset-backed securities. So the decision not to regulate swaps made it even
easier for companies to issue them and therefore contributed further to the
growth of the asset-backed securities market. All of this meant that credit continued to flow more and more easily and especially to the housing market because
investors could buy swaps from companies like AIG thereby absolving themselves
of responsibility for the financial risks associated with investing in asset-backed
securities—or so they thought (The Economist, 2009a, p. 20).
In 2004 the SEC further reinforced the availability of consumer and mortgage
credit as well as riskier investments by securities firms and investment banks by
easing the capitalization requirements of these companies.7 The SEC now
allowed firms to shift capital from safer to riskier and potentially more profitable
investments. Under the old rules, securities firms had to reserve a set percentage
of every dollar of capital at risk to ensure solvency in the event of a market collapse or failure of a major client. The new rules let firms use non-cash assets, such
as asset-backed securities, to offset risk. This freed up more capital to use as collateral in order to borrow money for leveraging investments. Prior to the change
the leverage ratio was about 12 – 1 for the industry but afterwards it shot up to
about 33– 1 (Onaran, 2007; Blinder, 2009). Overall, then, several institutional
reforms in securities regulation reinforced one another in ways that further
ramped up incentives for riskier investment behaviour.
Underlying much of the shift towards riskier and more highly leveraged investments was a problem with evaluating the risk involved in the new and complex
financial products like asset-backed securities. Investment firms have risk managers who are responsible for evaluating the risks associated with their firm’s
investment prospects. Although some of them began warning about the risky
nature of the investments being made, they lacked the clout of the traders who
were making fortunes for their firms by dealing in these exotic securities.
Traders’ livelihoods depended on finding new ways to make money as did the
competitive advantage of their firms. So as incentives to engage in these new
and extremely lucrative financial products mounted the warnings of risk
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managers were often ignored (Dash and Creswell, 2008; Nocera, 2009). Moreover,
due to the mathematical assumptions involved, the risk assessment models most
firms used tended to grossly underestimate the odds of a catastrophic change in
markets, such as a nation-wide collapse of housing prices. As a result, most corporate managers remained sanguine about the perils of asset-backed securities,
credit default swaps and the like (The Economist, 2009a, p. 13; Patterson, 2010).
Making matters worse, independent-securities-rating agencies like Moody’s,
Standard and Poor’s and Fitch encouraged the proliferation of mortgage-backed
securities by publishing what turned out to be wildly optimistic assessments of
their quality. Part of the problem was that the credit rating agencies faced a conflict of interest: they were paid by the issuers of the securities that they were supposed to be rating independently. These conflicts were not always managed
properly (Carruthers, 2010). This is one reason why in late 2006 Congress
passed legislation that ended a century of self-regulation by the credit rating
agencies and gave the SEC jurisdiction over them. Unfortunately, this did not
take effect until after the agencies had issued the ratings that contributed to
the financial crisis. And it was not until December 2008 that the SEC adopted
regulations governing credit rating agency transparency, competition and
accountability (Casey, 2009). Hence, institutionalized practices inside and
outside investment firms created complementarities that encouraged increased
risk taking.
To review, a set of incremental public and private institutional reforms made
more money available to the mortgage markets. They did so by creating institutional complementarities that reinforced incentives that gradually increased
the amount of risk that securities originators and investors were willing to
take. They also did so by reducing institutional complementarities that might
otherwise have compensated for such opportunistic behaviour. For example,
exempting sales of credit default swaps from regulation helped allay concerns
about trading asset-backed securities like bundles of subprime mortgages. The
SEC’s decision to ease capitalization requirements allowed firms to make a
larger number of riskier investments. And the lack of credit rating agency regulation combined with an institutionalized disregard for in-house risk managers
contributed to inadequate risk assessment of the new asset-backed securities.
But institutional reforms also encouraged the formation and development of
some of these markets in the first place. Notably, regulatory reform facilitated
the development of the shadow banking system, which invented many of the
risky investment products central to the story. New SEC securities regulations
also helped spawn these markets. So did the Commodities Futures Modernization
Act, which gave rise to a lucrative market for credit default swaps. In the end, all
of these reforms created institutional complementarities that put the financial
services industry in an increasingly precarious position. As a result, when the
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4.

Theoretical lessons about institutional complementarities

Many political economists hold that market performance depends on the presence of institutional complementarities. Some argue that when institutions
reinforce similar incentives markets work best. Others disagree and argue that
for markets to function well institutions must compensate for each other’s shortcomings rather than reinforce each other’s incentives.
The US financial crisis provides evidence supporting both arguments about
complementarity. On the one hand, from the late 1960s through the early
2000s reforms accumulated that created institutional complementarities that
reinforced incentives for increasingly innovative yet risky behaviour in the mortgage market and financial services industry. And for a while the results were
impressive. Especially during the 1990s and early 2000s major financial
product innovations occurred, home values rose dramatically and the financial
services industry’s profitability soared. Furthermore, homeownership was
extended to more low-income households. On the other hand, institutional complementarities that might have compensated for and counterbalanced such risk
taking were either undermined or never developed in the first place. As a
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housing market collapsed it pushed this industry and much of the rest of the
economy into a tail spin.
Within months the Obama administration announced several institutional
reforms in the financial markets (The New York Times, 2009). These included,
among other things, increasing the capitalization requirements of banks; mandating that any firm issuing asset-backed securities be obliged to purchase at least 5%
of them itself; and establishing a Financial Services Oversight Council to assess
emerging risks in the industry. In addition the administration wanted to establish
a ‘resolution authority’ that would give regulators the ability to seize and dismantle any financial firm that it deemed systemically dangerous—that is, big enough
so that its failure could jeopardize the entire financial system. It also wanted to set
guidelines to better align the interests of corporate managers with long-term
shareholder interests; form a consumer finance protection agency and regulate
the asset-backed securities and credit default swap markets. All of this was
intended to mitigate excessive risk taking and avoid further crises in the future.
In effect, the Obama administration recognized that institutional complementarities had emerged in the mortgage markets and financial services industry that
had become too effective over the years in encouraging and reinforcing excessive
risk taking. The administration set a course of reform designed to create a new set
of institutional complementarities that would guard against this. In other words,
it recognized the need for some institutions to compensate for the shortcomings
of other institutions.
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result, the collapse of the housing bubble in 2006 and 2007 triggered the worst
financial crisis and recession since the Great Depression.
What lessons does all of this hold for theories of institutional complementarity? To begin with, there are two basic types of complementarity and both can
have positive effects on economic performance when they are combined. Arguably, had a more balanced set of complementarities been in place that reinforced
incentives encouraging innovation and risk taking but that also compensated for
and counterbalanced such behaviour the crisis could have been avoided. That is
certainly the Obama administration’s belief and its hope for the future.
With this in mind, however, we must avoid the problem about which Crouch
(2010, p. 123) warns. That is, we must not move arbitrarily between opposing
logics—institutional reinforcement and institutional compensation—thereby
making arguments about particular cases that seem plausible but that may not
be vulnerable to counter-factual or empirical testing. Instead, he argues that we
must acknowledge that both types of complementarity coexist in the world
and then begin to think about how they relate to each other. Following Aoki
(2000, 2001; see also Carruthers et al., 2001), he advocates an approach that
begins with the notion that there are markets for institutions whereby if one institution grows there is often increased demand for others that help to sustain it. For
Crouch (p. 124), different institutions are brought together in this way, not
because they automatically remedy defects in each other (i.e. compensation),
nor because they necessarily embody some kind of similarity or affinity with
each other (i.e. reinforcement), but because actors build them in attempts to
produce political-economic stability. As economic sociologists have argued,
market stability is of paramount importance for economic actors and an important precondition for profit making (Fligstein, 2001; Halliday and Carruthers,
2009; see also Kolko, 1963).
The Obama administration has expanded the market for institutions in this
case by persuading Congress to build new institutions that will hopefully
provide the complementarities necessary to stabilize the mortgage market and
financial services industry going forward. After decades during which institutional complementarities evolved that reinforced the invention, buying and
selling of increasingly risky financial products, and less and less regard for compensating for those incentives, the government now seeks to create institutional
complementarities that will better counterbalance risk-taking excesses. This is a
stabilization project designed to more effectively balance institutional reinforcement and compensation. The idea is not to eliminate innovation and risk, but to
tone it down to a point where it does not get out of hand and threaten the entire
system. It also underscores the need for a more dynamic definition of institutional complementarity that acknowledges how a particular institutional
form in one area might lead eventually to the adoption of a particular reinforcing
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or compensatory institutional form in another area in an effort to resolve institutional tensions or contradictions (e.g. Amable, 2003; Amable et al., 2005, p. 63;
Crouch, 2005b; Höpner, 2005, pp. 341– 342).
The notion of a market for institutions designed to ensure stability is also
useful because it helps us avoid the potentially functionalist trap attributed
occasionally to some theories of institutional complementarity, which suggest
that political economies tend to have coherent sets of institutions whereby a
certain type of institutional coordination in one sphere of the economy develops
complementary—that is, reinforcing—institutions in other spheres (Hall and
Soskice, 2001, pp. 17 – 18; see also Hancke et al., 2007, p. 11). Critics charge
that these accounts may be functionalist insofar they explain the existence of
institutions in terms of their outcomes rather than their initial causes (Streeck,
2005; Crouch, 2010; but see Hall, 2005). The market for institutions approach
avoids functionalist logic because such a market involves trial and error experimentation, learning and power struggles that do not guarantee either functional
or stable institutional outcomes (Campbell and Lindberg, 1991; Fligstein, 1996).
As such, this approach is entirely consistent with recent scholarship on institutional change, which argues that institutional ensembles tend to evolve incrementally in somewhat haphazard ways rather than according to a master plan
or functional logic (e.g. Campbell, 2004; Mahoney and Thelen, 2009). In this
case, market actors struggled to create several important institutions. For
instance, repeal of Glass-Steagall was spearheaded in Congress by Phil Gramm,
a conservative member from Texas, who had to fend off many political opponents
who were against the bill. Calls for regulating the asset-backed securities and
swaps markets in the 1990s were defeated by powerful figures in the Clinton
administration who advocated for the Commodities Futures Trading Act,
which explicitly exempted these markets from regulation. Norms favouring risk
taking were institutionalized within mortgage companies and investment firms
despite opposition from risk managers and other insiders. In all of these cases
the market for institutions involved conflict and struggle. There was nothing
automatic about the outcomes. And, as it turned out in the long run, these
reforms ended up being dysfunctional for the system.
What this underscores, of course, is that politics matter, when it comes to
institutional change. A full-blown analysis of the politics behind the many
reforms discussed here is well beyond the scope of this paper. But it is important
to note that many of them were driven by the rise of neoliberalism as the guiding
light for US regulatory policy beginning in the late 1970s. And in several important cases the financial services industry lobbied hard for these reforms (Stiglitz,
2010). This has also been the case after the crisis as the Obama administration
moved to reform the industry’s regulatory structure. The financial services industry mobilized one of the fiercest lobbying campaigns in recent memory to neuter
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Firms in the financial services, insurance and real estate sector spent more money than almost any
other on lobbying in Washington over the last 10 years. In 2009, the year during which the Obama
administration began to really push its financial services reform agenda, this sector spent
$467,314,719 on lobbying in Washington (Center for Responsive Politics, 2010).
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many of the administration’s proposals.8 In some areas the industry won. And
where it did not the industry turned its attention to the rule-making process
that will be run by federal regulatory agencies with new oversight powers (Appelbaum and Herszenhorn, 2010).
Another lesson is that we should not assume that institutional complementarities are necessarily the result of intentional action (Boyer, 2005a; Streeck, 2005).
They may also be unintentional. To be sure, actors often build individual institutions intentionally. But they do not necessarily strive to create complementarities among institutions intentionally. Indeed, the complementarities that occur
among institutions often do so serendipitously. For instance, the government permitted the mortgage industry to use FICO scores to evaluate potential borrowers
and invented mortgage-backed securities to help provide housing for middleand working-class Americans. These two institutional moves were unconnected
in terms of their origins but connected serendipitously in terms of their effects
insofar as they happened to encourage and reinforce risky lending practices.
Whether serendipity is the norm requires further investigation of more cases.
Perhaps the most important lesson from this episode is that institutional complementarities can go wrong. That is, the beneficial effects of institutional complementarity may deteriorate rapidly. And that deterioration may stem from an
imbalance favouring one kind of complementarity over another. The financial
crisis was born from the gradual development of institutions that encouraged
opportunities for risk taking without enough institutional checks against such
behaviour. In other words, there was too much institutional reinforcement of a
kind and not enough institutional compensation. It is difficult to theorize or
predict ex ante what the proper balance should be. But as this case makes clear
without such balance political economies may suffer severe institutional crises
sooner or later. The Obama administration’s call for a Financial Services Oversight Council was specifically designed to make such predictions in order to
ensure balance and avoid future crises.
But the deterioration of beneficial effects stemming from institutional complementarity is not just a matter of poor institutional balance. It is also a matter of
discovery and opportunism, which is to say that intentional action—that is,
agency—as well as institutional structure is involved (Hall, 2005; Höpner,
2005, p. 343; Streeck, 2005). As Boyer (2005b, p. 23) argues, crises may stem
from an historical paradox whereby a majority of actors gradually discover and
opportunistically exploit the benefits of a given institutional complementarity
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to a point of excess at which time the complementary benefits begin to decay and
the institutional system falls into crisis. This dynamic was at work in our story.
For instance, more and more investment bankers and others discovered that
lucrative profits could be made from buying and selling asset-backed securities
that were covered by credit default swaps and financed through leverage with
funds raised by selling publicly traded company stock. Booming markets for
these securities resulted. As we have seen, this opportunity stemmed from the
coincidental reform of several institutions including securities regulation and
stock exchange rules. And an increasing number of mortgage brokers rushed
into the subprime market once they realized that they could unload these risky
mortgages on investment bankers who were ready to securitize and sell them
to other investors. The escalating bandwagon effects that resulted from these discoveries were at the heart of the financial crisis. The point is that institutional
imbalance does not automatically generate crises. To do so it must be discovered
and exploited by opportunistic people.
All of this underscores another point that should now be obvious:
political-economic crises such as this do not necessarily stem from exogenous
shocks as some have suggested (e.g. Krasner, 1984). They can result organically
from the unanticipated dynamics of their own institutional arrangements
(Campbell, 2004, pp. 33 – 35). A final and very important example is in order.
Unbeknownst to most people involved at the time, as institutional changes
unfolded in the financial services and mortgage industries they fostered and
reinforced what turned out to be an extremely serious danger well beyond just
risky opportunistic behaviour. They facilitated systemic risk—that is, risk associated with the increasingly tight financial coupling of individuals and organizations throughout the economy. The invention and proliferation of
asset-backed securities and credit default swaps linked together countless investors, investment banks, mortgage companies, money market funds and other
organizations such that when the housing bubble burst and mortgage defaults
began to mount the financial repercussions cascaded swiftly through virtually
all segments of the industry and then the entire economy with devastating consequences. The same institutional complementarities that had encouraged the
financial product innovations that had contributed to a booming housing
market and soaring profits in the financial services industry also serendipitously
created systemic risk. Notably, the repeal of Glass-Steagall removed the institutional firewalls between investment and commercial banking and insurance
sales, which gave rise to the shadow banking system. And the Commodities
Futures Trading Act paved the way for the bundling and rebundling of assetbacked securities and swaps in ways that linked virtually everyone involved in
the shadow banking system (Palmer and Maher, 2010). The complimentary
effect of these two institutional reforms proved to be devastating in the long run.
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Some might argue that an important advantage of liberal market economies
over coordinated market economies is the avoidance of tight coupling like this.
One might suppose theoretically that competition in financial markets would
yield a wide range of products traded in a decentralized manner by independent
buyers and sellers. What the financial crisis shows, however, is that financial
markets can be dominated by largely unregulated giant corporations and in
turn much tighter—and potentially deadlier—coupling than proponents of
liberal market economies expect.
In sum, institutional complementarities take different forms. They emerge
from markets for institutions. They are often created unintentionally. They are
dynamic not static, which is to say that their effects are historically contingent.
They may provide benefits at certain moments but costs at others. And the
range of benefits and costs can be extreme as this case demonstrates.
The Obama administration won several reforms in the financial markets to
restore institutional balance. This is much in keeping with others who have
argued that financial crises often stem from insufficient regulatory oversight,
which can lead to excessive opportunism and speculative bubbles that eventually
burst and threaten the entire economy (Kindleberger, 1978; Minsky, 1986). Some
skeptics of the reform package have charged that it does not go far enough.
They say that the proposals fail to restore the separation of commercial and investment banking and do not limit the possibilities of creating and selling new and ever
riskier forms of investment products that carry with them the grave possibility of
nasty spill-over effects (Morgenson, 2009; Rich, 2009). In any case, enormous political forces have mustered against these proposals. Large and small banks and their
trade associations in Washington waged a massive lobbying campaign to kill or
water down various parts of the administration’s proposals (Labaton, 2009). And
a second round of heavy lobbying is already underway in an effort to persuade
the federal regulators to go easy on the financial services industry as they write
the rules and regulations associated with the new legislation (Morgenson, 2010).
And herein lays the problem. The institutional reforms must be implemented as
a package if they are to function effectively. For instance, as a New York Times
(2010, p. 9) editorial observed, ‘Resolution authority is important to ensure that
regulators can avoid chaotic failures and costly bailouts. But, by itself, it could
create a false sense of control and stability. It will not work unless it is coupled
with other reforms, like robust regulation of derivatives and enhanced consumer
protection’ (my emphasis). If the new law is gutted during the rule-making
phase, all bets are off. But if rule making goes as the administration intends,
then the legislation will constitute a new ensemble of institutional complementarities. It would also be an important example of the intentional creation of institutional complementarities from a master plan. Whether this happens, of course,
depends on the politics of this particular market for institutions.
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